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The Comfy Seat of the Scorner 
 

 

 

    If we had been left to pair a match with the counsel 
of the immoral, we likely would have chosen thinking- 

"Blessed is the man who has not thought  in the coun-

sel of the immoral."  If we had been left to make a suit-

able match for the path of sinners- as we said before- 

we would have naturally thought of walking in their 

path, rather than- as the psalmist gives it- standing in 

their path.  Walking, instead, was matched with the im-

moral's counsel. 

    Now for the third of his matches, the psalmist gives 

us the scorner's seat.  But instead of surprising us, we 

are given the expected sitting in the scoffer's seat.  

There is a surprise, though, and it is in the very activity 

of the mocker.  The Hebrew word for scorner means 

"to make mouths at".  Therefore, we wouldn't have 

first thought of a scorner's seat; we would've thought of 

a scorner's speech:  "... and has not mocked with the 

disdain of the scoffer," or something of the like. 

    For the psalmist's sense, consider the progression of 

thought.  We are to be aware of the underlying princi-

Psalm 1:1   
Blessed is the man  
who does not walk  

in the counsel of the immoral,  
and does not stand in the path of sinners,  

and does not sit in the seat of scorners.  
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ples of the lawless.  Based on that awareness, we are to 

avoid loitering by their roadside spiritually, since that 

would gradually erode our impression that they indeed 

have godless premises (The very nature of deceptive 

underlying principles is that they portray contrary to 

what they are).  Now the psalmist follows by saying 

that should we fail to position ourselves in a 'separatist 

mentality'- we will settle into ("sit" in) an attitude of 

skepticism. 

 

    Oh, we may have all the right words to convey faith, 

even all the right defenses of the faith in our heads, but 

we will develop an attitude that sits back and looks at 

life cynically. 

 

    Take note of the sitting.   

    The scorner does not assume his equal participa-

tion in life.   

    He sees life as a game he must beat.  He instinctive-

ly responds with animosity towards God, towards His 

providences.  He has been knocked down one more 

time than he would stand, and he has vowed to be more 

savvy from now on.  So he withdraws himself to a dis-

tant vantage point mentally.  He has progressed to the 

opposite end of the simple.  The simple merely fol-

lows; the scorner resists being pulled along.  The 

scorner's spirit says, in effect, "Life is God's game.  For 

Him to win, I have to play.  On my turn, I'll pass, until 

I see a reason to make a move."  In his speech, he may 

just sound like a guy with his eyes wide open.  In fact, 

he is out to beat 'the system', or at least not be beaten 
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by it.  Yes, he is at war with God. 

    A professing Christian can very easily become 
a scorner.   
 

    Our belief confronts us all the time with the pres-

ence of God.  We acknowledge His activity and sover-

eignty, so, at every turn, we are consciously comparing 

our beliefs about Him with what is happening to us in 

life.  Why did God do this  to me?  Why didn't He stop 

that  from happening to me?   

    A nice theological answer may keep the wolves of 

unbelief at bay, but one sour grape in our attitude will 

quickly lead to a whole spoiled bunch.  The wolves 

come in the back way.  We are soon howling our dis-

content with them without even knowing it.  We cross 

swords with the theological wolves outside the house 

while we make guests of the wolves of distrust within.  

  

    It is humiliating to think that our only remedy for 

this is to go back to harsh first principles.  We have to 

recognize our own enmity with God.  It never goes 

away in this life.  It can only be held in practical sub-

jection by the Spirit being in the ascendancy.  

  If I must 

retain the knowledge of the ungodly's fate, I must also 

retain the knowledge of my own penchant for his same 

ungodliness.  I must see, as it were, at least one toe of 

mine ever pointing itself back onto the road to Hell (for 

many professing Christians do start well, only to end in 

Perdition). 
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    Now, how might you be sitting in the scorner's seat? 

 

    Where have you failed to manifest contentedness for 

any of God's providences in your life, or all of them as 

a bundle? 

 

    …. specifically in contrast to what others have and 

enjoy? 
 


